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which parliamentary action should ba used
(7) That any minority action would be illegal, 

necessarily resulting in an underground organiza
tion, in which avenues such as the use of parlia
mentary action, in elections, open forum meetings,

of the mails, would "be denied us, therefore hunt
ing our educational facilities in reacting the masses.

(8) That world tactics to overthrow world Im
perialism in which latitude would be given, to the 
varying political and economic conditions prevail
ing in each country, could only result from a well 
organized cohesive body, representative of dele
gates elected from the revolutionary organizations 
of the different countries, with a thorough know
ledge of the conditions prevailing.

(9) That the agrarian programme is not compat
ible with highly developed countries where the 
Socialization of the land ma^bc accomplished sim
ultaneously with the socialization of industry.

WINNIPEG LOCAL No. 3-

TION with the Third International it was overthrown later by force of the allied pow-
(Moscow) re-opens in a new and improved ers. 
form, the old and much discussed question

_____ and the onus is upon those desiring atfik parliamentary action, yet it is considered of second-
iatWfe&r change in the Parties tactics to produce ary_iimportance to'the development of mass-action 
reasOHs for so doing. (1) In telling us.how affilia- in the form of insurrections, strikes, am} open civil

The position of the S. P. of C., being a polit
ical party, educational in character, is that it uses
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m tien will benefit the Socialist Party of Canada or 

assist the -movement in Canada; (2) increase
Kj|. propaganda; (3)zMske us mote revolutionary, and the parliamentary institutions existing, for educa- 

(4) prove that the'present conditions warrant a tional purposes, development of class-consciousness, 
change m tactics. . etc. This position has been maintained by the real-

In sUting the position of Local Winnipeg No. 3 iation that the means tlpt will be adopted by the
jy^ upon this question, it is necessary to correct false workers in their emancipation will depend upon the

impressions, (1) of those within our ranks remind measure of class-consciousness combined with the
6_ jng them that, there is room within the Socialist intensity of their" conditions. There is yet much
| v ' movement for analysis and criticism or parties and spade work to be done by a Socialist organization, in
tX individuals, without the assumption that he who the making of Socialists, in the spreading of know-
f i . dares to criticise is a triitor to the movement Re- ledge, as the best means of protecting the Russian

vital difference revolution, and in changing the system under which

war.
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Tv*. them also that there is a
between the critic aod the individual who uses his we live.

M*. ' knowledge fop personal.gain. The charge of moral While the Third International has laid down the 
gp ’ ' -cowardice is mother feature that can be avoided ; ruling of rupture with reformism, centrism, social

k EH"ESESEE &5££5S&S2z.wæmmThe Socialist movement can Third International had delegates from all parts shake the wall of proletarian knowledge an
It reads as follows:— age, we have gloried in that failure.

That was the psychological effect of the Russian
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cour-
presentarting facts.
solve its own differences without the advice of the of the world.
anÏÏ^ekh^T’oÜTphü^h'y! American I. vTw^Hungarian Soriet and Red revolution, and the value to the struggling workers
ro^ng ti, differing Ï3L . ^ ^ enthusiasm to

that has been attained by the Russian workers, and Communist,-Argentinian Dockers, Australian Third International. Comrade Editor, we are tail-
differences that arise with regardto tactics in gain- Wobblies. AU these people were not clear on ing into the error against which Comrade Lroin has
• or. far from hrimr in nonosition to the Communism, they had violently divergent ideas warned us, namely, copying- the Bolsheviin.
' j . .. . ’ ..... • Internation about the dictatorship of the proletariat, par Ha anyrate, the sponsors of this proposal seem to haveRotaheviki. or the ^mentansm, the need for a potitical party, but J ’ a whlch rtads : If it is good enough
al, but anse out of the differences in the class-con they were welcomed as brothers in revolution p , must be eood enough for the
sciousness of the wwkers in other lands, in. relation as the best fighters of the working-class, as for. the x » good
to the power of their capitalist masters. comrades that were willing to die for the_over- S. P. of C.

The first clause in the conditions for affiliation throw of capitalism." Comrade Kaplan," in his letter opening the discus-
says- "The dictatorship of the proletariat must not Wbat * nuxture of ideas. And the problem is, sioQ| placcs before your readers throe main objec- 
beupoken of simply as a well learnt formula, ettV having stnet rules and regulations, how is it poss, tlons to joining, and then proceeds to sweep them
What does this mean? The dictatorship of the pro- blc to bind sucb » conglomeration of ideas into a airily aslde, thus : “Sooner or later it wUl be neces
letariat must be .propagated as an object to be ob- cohesive force The mixture of ideas presupposes sary to proclaim the internal solidarity-of the mter-
tained, notwithstanding that in the highly organized Vrcadth and latitude in rules and regulations, which, natlonal movement."
and industrialized countries, when the workers^,n * aUowcd, a condition will anse to farther splits 
control, the period necessary in the elimination of ™d confasion or another Second Tnternatmnal. m<$n or press
the capitalist class may be of a short duration ! A To h*11? elaborate nPon 1,1 tbe objections to af i - an idcatity ^ interests and ideas with the Marxists 
passing phase, and not a long drawn out struggle woald ^ ***** timc and spa« fo, for the q{ ^ wofid?
compared to the common ownership and the demo- we will condense same mto the form of re- Fmlher thcre ^ groups affiliated with the Third
cratic control of the means of wealth production and solutions that have been passed by Winnipeg Local IntCTnatkwal whosc ,dcis and interests are diamet- 
distribution.. If this is so, then how illr^ical H is, •'°- ® * . v rically opposed to the interests of the working class,
to the dictatorship of the proletariat, or speak REASONS FOR NON-AFFILIATION WITH From the article entitled "The World Congress of
of it, not merely as a well learnt formula. THE THIRD INTERNATIONAL OF the Communist International," by the late John

The dictatorship of the proletariat is a phrase MOSCOW. Reed, we find the congress was composed of German
that is used in two ways: first, as a dictatorship of (1) The Dictatorship of the Proletariat should not Spartacists, Spanish Syndicalists, American L W. 
the workers as a vast- majority, and, secondly, a be advocated as an object, when in highly devel- \v., Hungarian Soviet and Red Army leaders, Brit- 
dictatorship of a small minority who belong to a oped capitalist countries its duration may be short- jsh Shop Stewards, Clyde Workers Committees, 
small party controlling in the interests of the work- lived. Dutch Transport Workers, Hindu, Korean, Chinese
crs. As used by some "Reds" it implies that by di- (2) That the Third International Executive and Persian insurrectionists, Argentine Dockers,
rect action on the part of a small but class-conscious Committee have allowed non-revolutionary bodies Australian I. W. W. *
minority it is possible to gain control in a highly to affiliate. All these people were not dear on Communism,
developed capitalist state, with its army and navy - (3) That the tactics laid down as a whole are They had violently divergent ideas about the DisSe-
and its perfected instruments of coercion. This largely Russian in character, drawn up for the spec- tors hip of the Proletariat, Parliamentarism, the need 
shows the need for a clear understanding of the ific purpose of dealing with countries that are in for a political party, but they were welcomed as 
meaning of words and constantly repeating the open civil war. This condition does not apply to brothers in revolution, as the best fighters of the
meaning implied. either the U. S. A. or Canada. working class, as comrades who were willing to die

That the tactics of the Third International are (4) That -to support all liberation movements in for the overthrow of capitalism, 
highly colored-by pre-r evolutionary Russian condi- the colonies, is a policy of bourgeois nationalism, Eve» the Commuais! balks at some of the shove 
tions is clearly shown, whether as applied to the ag- and is not the business of Reyolutionary Socialism, as comrades. Tbe Glasgow Commuât Group in 
rarian programme or the advocacy of militant de- (5) To adopt tactics, advocating rupture with its platform -mupends its support-of the Third In- 
monstrations of the masses in the cities. The sac- reformism, centrism, social pacifism, etc., are on- temabenai i 
cesa of the movement in Rusks has produced the necessary to a party based on the fundaipcntal know- its “we|ildingv on tbe < 
idea that similar methods are inevitable to the eman- ledge of the. Rcvobrtjpppry Class Struggle, which Actio», Workers' Onrurui
cipatioo erf the workers in different pfrts of the the Socialist Party of Q»w4» hw ^baeaengagsd in andokhat reformist or
world, irrespective pf the conditions that may pro- propagating sinqe Hs inc^tiqii. The adoption of 
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Now, I might ask, since when have the spokes- 
of the S- P. of C. ceased to proclaimm
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